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This product contains a list of terms and a print-and-go quiz that you can use to help your 
students learn literary devices.  
 
Please respect all terms of use as detailed at the end of this document. Enjoy! 
 
Did you know that you receive TPT credit for leaving feedback on products you have 
purchased from this store? Credit can be redeemed for future purchases. You can give 
feedback by going to “My Purchases” and clicking on “Provide Feedback” under your 
purchase. Follow me for updates and freebies! 
 
Thanks, 
Danielle @ Nouvelle 
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License for use by one teacher. 
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Includes foldables for Interactive Notebooks: 
*Elements of a Story 

*Plot Structure 
*Literary Devices vocab  
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Terms of Use 
 

Thank you for your download! By downloading this, you are agreeing to the Terms of 
Use. Downloads (free and purchased) are made for your use (personal or classroom) 
only! I retain the copyright and reserve all rights to this product. This means that 
you:  
 
MAY … use items (free and purchased) for your classroom, your students, or your 
own personal use. You may used items purchased on your blog, in seminars, 
professional development, or other such venues PROVIDED that there is both credit 
given to myself as the author and a link back to my store somewhere in your 
post/presentation. You may also provide copies of free items only to other teachers, 
provided that these two credit conditions are met.  
 
MAY NOT … claim the work as your own, alter the files in any way, or attempt to 
remove watermarks/images/copyright information. You may not sell the files or 
combine them into another unit for sale or for free. You also may not post the work 
elsewhere for sale/free on the internet (this includes Google doc links on blogs). 
Making copies of purchased items to share with others is strictly forbidden and is a 
violation of the Terms of Use, along with copyright law. 
 
Each time we act, we instill our values in the next generation. Please act in a 
professional, ethical, and courteous manner while using this product.  
 
If you have questions or encounter an issue while using this product, please contact 
me and I’ll do my best to help you figure things out. 
 
Thank you again for your download! Enjoy! 
 

~Danielle @ nouvelle 
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